PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

- **Fastening Detail:** Continuous integrated nailing flange. Four-way interlock panel.
- **Panel Exposure:** 39” x 12”
- **Panels Per Square:** 30.77
- **Weight Per Square:** 76 lbs.
- **Steel Substrate:** 29 Gauge G90 Galvanized Steel
- **Coating:** Kynar 500® Finish

**KYNAR 500® (PVDF) COLORS**
- Ebony
- Manor Gray
- New Penny
- Heritage Green
- Keystone Gray
- Adobe Red
- Enamel
- Homestead Brown

**KYNAR 500® DESIGNER PRINTS**
- Blue Slate
- Gray Slate
- Green Slate
- Red Slate
- Classic Cedar Shake
- Cedar Shake
- Seasoned Cedar Shake

Colors are representative of colors offered and are not intended for matching purposes. Please request actual color chip from your McElroy Representative.

Corporate Office
1500 Hamilton Rd., Bossier City, LA 71111
www.mcelroymetal.com | info@mcelroymetal.com
Milan Steel Shingle’s unique paint system, colors, and design will preserve, protect, and add to the beauty of any home for a lifetime.

THE PROBLEM
Your home’s roof is its first line of defense against the elements. And, let’s face it, no matter where you live, your roof is subject to a lot of extremes. Hot and cold temperatures, rain, high winds, damaging sunlight, ice, and snow – these things all work together to wreak havoc on most roofing materials. It’s due to these factors that most homeowners find themselves having to re-roof years sooner than expected.

THE SOLUTION
The one roofing material that has survived the test of time is steel. You can go into virtually any community and find steel roofs that have been serving their intended purpose for many decades.

With Milan Steel Shingle, McElroy has combined the lasting strength and durability of steel roofing with state of the art coatings and other technologies to provide roofs that are low maintenance and will likely be the last roof you ever install.

100% MADE IN AMERICA
With McElroy Metal’s core value of supporting our community and country while providing the highest quality roofing systems, we are committed to manufacturing Milan from steel and coatings that are produced in the USA.

THE BENEFITS
With a decades long service life, Milan may well be the last roof you ever purchase. The interlocking Milan panels resist high winds while the quality G90 galvanized steel provides fire protection for your home. At ¼ the weight of conventional roofing shingles, Milan can be installed over most existing roofs, eliminating the added expense of tear-off and disposal of your old roof.

THE SYSTEM
Milan Steel Shingles are part of a complete roofing system. Your roof will be installed using matching factory-formed accessories. Each home and roof is unique. We have drip edges, gable trim, valley flashings, hip and ridge caps, not to mention methods for handling penetrations like chimneys, vents, and pipes. The Milan roofing panels interlock on all sides and the fasteners are completely concealed. The roof system is installed from the bottom of the roof upward and is designed to have the look of dimensional shingles, slate, or cedar shake.

THE ENVIRONMENT
In keeping with the goals of McElroy Metal to offer homeowners products that are environmentally-friendly, Milan is produced from steel that has 35% recycled content, allowing homeowners to close the recycling loop. Additionally, our coatings are Energy Star listed for their ability to reflect radiant heat, keeping your home naturally cooler in warm weather.

AESTHETICS
Milan shingles add beauty and curb appeal to any home or business. Offering eight attractive Kynar 500® (PVDF) colors as well as Slate and Shake Kynar 500 Prints, McElroy Metal’s Milan will compliment any exterior design palette. Kynar 500 coatings are proven to provide the greatest resistance against panel chalk and fade, which is your assurance that your new roof investment will look its best year-after-year.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Panel Exposure: 39" x 12"
Panels Per Square: 30.77
Weight Per Square: 76 lbs.
Steel Substrate: 29 Gauge G90 Galvanized Steel
Coating: Kynar 500® Finish

Fastening Detail: Continuous integrated nailing flange. Four-way interlock panel.

KYNAR 500® (PVDF) COLORS

EBONY
MANOR GRAY
NEW PENNY
HERITAGE GREEN
KEYSTONE GRAY
ADOBIE RED
ENGLISH
HOME STEAD BROWN
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BLUE SLATE
GRAY SLATE
GREEN SLATE
RED SLATE
CLASSIC CEDAR SHAKE
CEDAR SHAKE
SEASONED CEDAR SHAKE
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